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Introduction
On many historic manned space flights into the great void beyond the earth's atmosphere, astronauts have

taken with them personal mementoes and souvenirs. Because of the weight restrictions of spaceflight, and the fact
that every ounce of weight has to be accounted for to properly adjust a ship's fuel weight and center of gravity, an
astronaut generally could not take anything without officially declaring it on a flight manifest. These cleared items
were then often stowed aboard the ship in cargo pouches or in Official Flight Kits (OFK's) or Personal Preference
Kits (PPK's) — small bags or pouches assigned to the mission or astronaut to carry such precious cargo.

Since the clown of space flight, astronauts have carried with them items such as wedding rings, photos,
flags, crew patches, coins, medallions, and other personal effects that held special meaning for them or their family
and friends. On occasion, they also took paper money with them as well, since it is light weight, relatively small, and
also a powerful symbol of national pride and achievement. These very rare and special paper currency items -- espe-
cially from the golden era of the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo (MG&A) space programs -- have become highly
prized and sought after collectibles among space enthusiasts and numismatists from around the world. Indeed, last
year at the inaugural Heritage Auction Galleries space memorabilia auction, a 1923-S Peace silver dollar coin flown
to the Moon on Apollo 11 sold for over $31,000 with buyer's premium.

While Gus Grissom famously carried Mercury dimes into space on the second Mercury space flight in
1961, the first known paper currency – dollar bills – were also carried by Gus on the second Mercury flight. They
were stowed by the McDonnell Douglas engineers who put them in wiring bundles. The next flight to carry dollar
bills was aboard Mercury Friendship 7 by John Glenn in 1962. Since that time, most denominations have at one time
or another made the great journey to slip the bonds of gravity into the weightlessness of the cold and dark vacuum
of space along with the space-faring heroes who took the currency with them.

Owning a space flown bill, especially one that is Fully signed and flight-certified by the crew or the astro-
naut that carried it, is a specialty area of space memorabilia collecting, and such bills are prized for their symbolism
and extreme rarity. On many space flights, astronauts carried hundreds of small 4x6 inch flags or mission patches as
special gifts and mementos – and these items today command prices in the high four and five figures at auction. Yet
on the MG&A flights, only one bill or a very small population of bills (from the low single digits to a high of 50)
were ever flown. This is an extremely small and limited population of historic paper money.

As a space enthusiast and collector, I have assembled a rather large collection of space flown paper money.
As I have assembled my collection, I was amazed to notice a pattern develop – especially through the early MG&A
programs of astronauts carrying various versions of U.S. $2 bills into space. In so doing, they have in my mind made
Thomas Jefferson a sort of honorary "accidental astronaut" given that he has ridden into space more times than
those represented on the denominations.

This article catalogs my flown currency collection of "jeffersons in Space," a specialty part of my overall
space artifact collection. (My collection is also profiled at the virtual "Thomas Jefferson In Space Museum" at
http//jefferson-in-space.blogspot.com ) What you are about to experience in this article is believed to be the world's
foremost and complete collection of space-flown US $2 bills in existence, with an exemplar from all of the known
flights upon which such a bill was carried aboard.

Series 1917 Legal Tender Note Carried Aboard Mercury 9

This large-size $2 U.S. Note was flown by Colonel Leroy Gordon "Gordo" Cooper Jr. within the pocket
of his flight suit aboard his Mercury capsule, Faith 7, aboard the last flight of the Mercury Program, and the longest
U.S. manned flight at that time. As of this writing, this is the first known U.S. $2 bill ever to have left the Earth,
and it is the only one of its kind carried on the flight or aboard a Mercury space capsule. Launched from Cape
Canaveral, Florida, on May 15, 1963, this bill and Cooper flew 22.5 orbits around the Earth (at an altitude of 165.9
by 100.3 statue miles) during an elapsed mission time of 34 hours, 19 minutes and 49 seconds. Together, they trav-
elled 546,167 miles at a speed of 17,547 miles per hour. The bill itself was folded into 8th's so that Cooper could fit
it snuggly into his flight suit.

The bill is series-dated 1917, carries the serial number D92207287A, and bears Cooper's hand signed,
flight certification to the middle and lower right: "Flown on Faith 7 Gordon Cooper." Given the availability of
more modern $2 bill designs at the time of the flight, I wonder what compelled Cooper to take this particular bill
with him. Was the early 1917 date of significance to him? Was it a bill that was given to him by someone special?
Was it a lucky charm -- since he kept it in his suit pocket, instead of stowed away in the capsule? Since Colonel
Cooper has passed away, we probably will never know the answer.

Along with the note, which I purchased at auction directly from the Gordon Cooper Estate, I also received
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the envelope in which the note was stored. On the envelope, Cooper had written: "This old 1917 issue $2 bill was
flown by me in my flight suit pocket on MA9." As a space enthusiast, it is wonderful to have hand-written flight
certification on the bill itself, and on the envelope that held the bill...but to also know that the bill was not only on
board the spacecraft, but was also on Cooper's actual person during the entire duration of the flight, is  very unique
and adds to the historic importance of this amazing, well traveled bill.

Series 1953C U.S. Note Flown on Gemini 3

This Series 1953C bill, with serial number A77446053A, flew on the first manned flight of the Gemini
space program -- aboard the unsinkable Molly Brown with astronauts Gus Grissom and John Young on March 23,
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1965. During this four hour and 52 minute flight, the crew and this bill made 3 full orbits of the earth, and traveled
more than 80,000 miles after reaching an altitude of over 121 miles. It is one of only 50 $2 bills to accompany the
crew aboard this historic flight in which, for the first time in the history of U.S. spaceflight, a two-person crew
(Thomas Jefferson's presence aboard excluded, of course) launched into space.

NEW! Confederate Paper Money Book - Field Edition 2008 — by Pierre Fricke
Portable (6x9, 2.5 Ibs), 456 pages, quality hard back, full color.

"Pierre Fricke's 2008 book is the primary reference
source for any collector of CSA paper money. It is laid
out well for anyone to comprehend and understand...this
book is a must for all." McNair Tornow, CSA Collector

• More than 100 people's input included
• 100 pages of introductory material including

history, ways to collect, and the only photo
grading guide for CSA currency

• Values for type notes in choice, average, cut-
cancelled and impaired quality for each grade

• Values for rare varieties, counterfeit types and
CSA bonds & updated market analysis

• Type and rare variety condition census
• Hundreds of color pictures drawn from the

most extensive type and variety collections

Please send $40 ppd. to: Pierre Fricke,
P.O. Box 52514, Atlanta, GA 30355
Personalized and Signed by Author

www.csaquotes.com
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The 50 Gemini 3 flown $2 bills (along with a set of flown $1 bills) are some of the most famous and well
documented flown paper currency. Author Russ Still documented their flight -- and story -- in his wonderful book
Relics of the Space Race. As the story goes, three members of the McDonnell Douglas launch crew assembled 50 $2
bills and 41 $1 bills and stowed them inside the capsule with Gus Grissom's permission. The bills were stuffed
behind the instrument panel on the right side. This gave Gus Grissom the opportunity to execute one of the great
space race gotchas (an astronaut term for a prank pulled among astronauts) of all time. Grissom had his secretary
find all the play money she could. He secretly took it with him on the flight, and during orbit, switched out the real
money with the play money. Upon return, when the launch crew went into the capsule to recover the flown curren-
cy, they found the play money instead. The guys never said a word to Gus. Grissom later called the guys to explain
how "funny things can happen in space" and then hung up. Later, the guys received a package from Grissom --
inside were all the flown bills, signed and flight certified by both crew members in red. Later, Don Wagner
designed the above special certificates to record the historic flight status of each bill, and they, too, were authenti-
cally hand signed by the crew to match. Sadly, none of the flown play money has ever surfaced on the collector mar-
ket.

Series 1963 $2 U.S. Note Flown on Gemini 4

On June 3, 1965, this 1963 $2 bill, with the serial number A07690488A, lifted off with the crew of Jim
McDivitt and Ed White on the second manned Gemini flight. This historic flight witnessed America's first ever
extravehicular activity (EVA), or space walk, by Astronaut White -- making this note (and the other three aboard
the flight) the first to be exposed to the pure vacuum of space upon the opening of the Gemini capsule for the full
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22 minute EVA. In all, this bill made 62 orbits and traveled 1,728,486 miles before returning to Earth on June 7,
1965, after more than four clays in space. This bill remained a part of astronaut Jim McDivitt's private space collec-
tion until it was acquired by me in early 2008 from him at auction. Astronaut McDivitt has authentically hand-
signed and flight certified this bill in his signature green ink.

This Series 1953B note, with serial number A70489989A, actually helped achieve President Kennedy's
vision of going to the Moon when it flew together with the crew of Apollo 15 on the ninth manned lunar mission of
the Apollo space program, and the fourth mission to land man on the Moon. This bill flew on what was the first of
the so-called "J" missions -- long duration stays on the Moon with a greater focus on science than had been possible
on previous missions. This was also the first mission with the LRV, or Lunar Rover Vehicle (also known as the
Moon car). This bill left Earth with the crew (Dave Scott, Mission Commander; Jim Irwin, Lunar Module Pilot;
and Al Worden, Command Module Pilot) on July 26, 1971. It remained in lunar orbit with Al Worden, while Dave
Scott and Jim Irwin ventured down to the lunar surface on July 26, 1971. (Of historic importance to paper money
enthusiasts, Dave and Jim also took a package of $2 bills down to the lunar surface with them; sadly, those bills were
forgotten on the lunar surface when they returned, making the 49 lunar orbit $2 bills even that much more rare and
exclusive.) This bill spent more than 66 hours and 54 minutes in the Command Module, circling the Moon with
Worden as he performed lunar mapping photography experiments. When the two Moonwalkers returned without
the other flown bills, the crew headed home, landing in the Pacific Ocean on August 7, 1971, after 295+ hours in
space, and after spending a total of 145 hours in lunar orbit! Upon return, the crew signed the backs of each of the
49 flown $2 bills during their trip back to the States from the Pacific to verify their flight status.

The crew of Apollo 15 not only signed the backside of the flown $2 bills, but they also had very attractive
flight certification parchments made, detailing the flight status of each bill by serial number. The crew then authen-
tically signed each certificate. Artifacts flown to the Moon are some of the most sought after items in all of space
memorabilia collecting, and these flown $2 bills are no exception.
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The Space Shuttle -- Did Thomas Jefferson Ever Fly on the Shuttle?

There are currently no known flown U.S. $2 bills from the Space Shuttle program era. Coins and currency
are not currently allowed to fly aboard the Space Transportation System vehicle as part of an astronaut's PPK, even
though it was a time-honored tradition in the past. As Russ Still points out on page 285 of Relics of the Space Race this
is a recent policy decision relative to the Shuttle: "Monetary items have been carried on many U.S. manned space-
flights. Although NASA spokesman Gloria Demers has indicated that it is currently against NASA policy to fly U.S.
currency, it does have a long history." (A long history to which my flown $2 bills can clearly attest!) According to
the listed NASA regulations currently in effect, astronauts on the Shuttle are prohibited from carrying "items such
as philatelic materials and coins that, by their nature, lend themselves to exploitation by the recipients."

This has been interpretated by NASA to include paper currency. (Although there have been some numis-
matic items, such as coins, that have flown on flights as part of the OFKs.) Therefore, my collection will most likely
never have a Shuttle flown exemplar -- although one can always hope. I happen to have in my collection a dollar bill
that made the trip on a Shuttle to the International Space Station and back. It is one of only three such bills a
Russian cosmonaut carried. But, unfortunately, he did not take a $2 bill with him. Perhaps someday, when the
Shuttle program is no longer in operation, a flown $2 bill will surface. After all, the McDivitt Gemini flown $2 bills
were unknown to the space collecting community until they were made available to collectors in 2007.

Series 1995 $2 Bill Hitches a Ride on the International Space Station

This 1995 Series $2 bill with the serial number F07347783B caught a ride on Soyuz TMA-2 (both there
and back!) for a six-month ride on the International Space Station (NS) -- granting this bill the distinction of being
the longest space-faring $2 bill in the collection. Launched on April 25, 2003, from Baikonour Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan, this bill accompanied Cosmonaut Yuri Malenchenko (ISS-7 Commander) and American Astronaut Ed



This is to certify that the accompanying

TWO USA DOLLARS BANKNOTE

did, indeed, fly with me on Soyuz T/V1A-2 to the
International Space Station during Expedition
Seven for over 184 days and 2,911 orbits of the
Earth. We left Earth on April 25, 2003 from
Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan, and

returned to Earth on October 27, 2003.

Yuri Malenchenko, ISS-7 Commander
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Lu on a six-month mission as part of the 7th manned crew of the International Space Station. It is one of only 15
such bills that flew, docked at the ISS on April 28, 2003, and then spent 184 days in space in the Russian Zveda
module, making 2,911 orbits of the Earth, before returning on October 27, 2003. This bill carries the official
onboard ISS cancelation mark to the left on the front side of the bill, and Yuri Malenchenko's signature on the
right. It is interesting to note that this bill witnessed another first on the flight of ISS-7: the first wedding in space!
Yuri and his bride were married "virtually" over the phone during the mission, as his wife was in Texas, one of the
few States that allows long-distance marriages.

Series 2003 Note Flies Aboard SpaceShipOne for Historic Ansari XPrize Flights

This bill, serial number I15894613A, is one of only 10 crisp, Uncirculated $2 bills that made both of the
historic SpaceShipOne flights to claim the Ansari X-Prize, and establish SpaceShipOne as the leading private space
craft vehicle in the world. This particular bill took part in the first flight (X-1), which left the planet on September
29, 2004, with Astronaut Mike Melvill as the pilot. During a 24 minute and 11 second flight, Mike and these bills
flew at the speed of Mach 2.92 and reached an altitude of 102.9 km in space. This very same bill was then flown less
than a week later on October 4, 2004, during X-2, by Astronaut Brian Binnie at the speed of Mach 3.09 and reached



Authentication of Artifact Flown to Space

This =circulated 1 .wo Dollar Bill (Serial # 115094613 Al was flown
aboard the SpaceShipOne on its two X•Prize flights into space. The first
flight (X-I ) occurred on September 29. 2004 with Astronaut Mike Melvin.
The second and last flight of SpaceShipOne was flown on October 4. 2004
with Astronaut Brian Binnie on the X-2 (X-PRIZE winning) flight.

In witness whereof, we. the undersigned. attest to the truth of the
statement above. dated August 8. 2005:
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112 km in space during a 23 minute and 56 second flight. With this second successful flight, Mike, Brian and
Thomas Jefferson won for Scaled Composites the coveted Ansari X Prize, and forever placed them in the history
books of manned space flight. With the successful winning of the Ansari X Prize by the crew of SpaceShipOne, reg-
ular private spaceflight and a new chapter in space exploration inches closer and closer to reality.

Both Astronauts Mike Melvill and Brian Binnie have signed detailed flight certification letters for the
SpaceShipOne flown $2 bills, and it is interesting to note from a collectors perspective that the stationary used to
print up the certification ALSO flew aboard the second flight!

Next Stop...

These six flown U.S. $2 notes bear witness to one of the most amazing and historic periods of human his-
tory and span the entire length of U.S. manned space exploration. When you are out in your backyard at night, look
up to the night sky, and imagine what it was like for these amazing notes as they journeyed into space to orbit the
Earth and the Moon and to have gone where most humans have never gone. There is a very limited population of
such bills in existence, and they are some of the rarest of their kind. Still, with Thomas Jefferson being one of
America's most experienced and well-traveled unofficial accidental Astronauts, I wonder where off the planet he
might find himself flying to next? Back to the Moon? Maybe on to Mars? Stay tuned!

Richard Jurek is CEO of a privately held communications company in Oak Brook, Illinois. He is an avid collector of
vintage space memorabilia and flown artifacts, and resides with his family in Northwest Indiana. He may be con-
tacted at richjurek@ameritech.net . To find out more about collecting space memorabilia, please go to
http://www.collectSpace.com .
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